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Meeting Note

Our ref 30117/NT

Date 9 March 2015

Present Doug Scrafton, Councillor/Town Councillor; David Hughes, Councillor; Caron

Johnson, Eden Project; Richard Austin, Chamber of Commerce; Frances

Taylor, CPC; June Anderson, St. Blazey Town Council; Tom French,

Councillor; David Halton, SABEF; Jacky Swain, CEG; Phil Shears, Squire &

Partners; James Shimwell, Ampersand; Paul Banks, Cornwall Council;

Michelle Sammons; Jeremy Dunn, Ward Williams Associates; David Porter,

DJCPM Nick Thompson, NLP.

Venue Carlyon Bay: Information Centre

Circulation All present plus Jon Kenny

Subject Carlyon Bay: Community Liaison Group Meeting

1.0 Minutes from Last Meeting

1.1 No comments on minutes of meeting held on 29 January 2015.

2.0 Latest News

2.1 The reserved matters application for the entire scheme has been approved by

Cornwall Council (February 2015) and Natural England has issued a bat

license (6 March 2015). This was the final item required to enable demolition of

the Coliseum to commence. The new bat house has also been constructed

(completed February 2015).

3.0 Next Tasks

3.1 JD from Ward Williams Associates made a presentation about the demolition

process. The PowerPoint slides are attached to these notes. The main points:

1 WWA is a local company and JD, based in Truro, has been project

managing developments in Cornwall for over twenty years, including

Eden and National Maritime Museum, Falmouth.

2 JD will be assisted by Alex Lilly and Anthony Cavill.

3 During demolition, Frank Smalley, who runs the demolition contractors

(Shield Demolition) will be the point of contact for local residents (details

are set out on the attached PowerPoint slides). He will log and deal with

any issues arising.
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4 The demolition site was shown on a plan along with adjacent land that

will be levelled.

5 The temporary diversion of the footpath was explained.

6 A timetable for the works was explained (see PowerPoint slide 9).

3.2 Discussion:

1 DH and TF; asked whether the hoarding will remain in situ? Yes, but

opened up to restore the PROW and beach access following demolition.

2 FT; will there be any weekend work? DP noted that the planning

permission enables work on Saturdays from 8am to 1pm. JD explained

that the contractor is likely to use that time to prepare for work the

following week.

3 FT: will there be traffic route signs? It was noted that there are some old

signs on the road network re “Carlyon Bay Works Traffic” (e.g. close to

Tesco’s site). JD will review the signs.
Action JD

4 FT asked about the construction compound on Par Moor Road. JSw

notes that the company’s interest in a site on Par Moor Road, is an “open

secret” but this potential acquisition has yet to be completed. CLG will be

updated in due course.

5 The SWCP will remain open. Vehicles will use the access road with the

‘busiest’ periods at the beginning and end of the demolition works (when

vehicles/machinery is delivered and vehicles/machinery/waste leave).

6 TF sought confirmation that the Beach minibus will continue to operate.

JSw confirmed that it will be available.

7 RT; where is public parking? JSw confirmed this is the Top Car Park.

8 TF; the capacity of the top car park? DP about 100 in current condition

and NT about 155-170 when properly laid out.

9 TF; will the Top Car Park be full during the summer (this year and future

years?) DP noted that land on Par Moor Road may in future years offer a

solution for busy days, if required.

10 JA; will the Information Centre be moved to Top Car Park? DP explained

that moving the building that far is unlikely to be feasible although it may

be moved backwards by several meters to the back of the site. This will

be necessary due to the removal of the sheet piling (by October 2015)

that acts as a temporary sea defence.

11 DH; when will work start on site, “laying bricks”? DP explained that the

next task will be to undertake works to improve the access road, this will

last until February 2016. This will include laying services.
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12 FT; where do services currently run? DP the provision is varied.

Electricity part way along Cypress Avenue, water only as far as the

Granite Gate site. Ducts have been placed along Cypress Avenue for

some services; cables/pipes will need to be pulled through the ducts. The

work will be undertaken October 15 – February 16, outside of the main

holiday period and the statutory undertakers will be managed to use one

trench to lay services.

DP then noted that works on sea defences will commence in March

2016, on Shorthorn along with works to Sandy River.

13 DH asked whether the leisure facilities on Shorthorn will be provided at

an early date? It was explained that these will be provided in tandem with

building on Shorthorn.

14 JA; what about the timing of provision of the steps up Polgaver to

SWCP? DP explained that we need to speak to Paul Banks to sort out

location/design and a definitive timetable. JA confirmed that it will be a

useful facility to provide at an early stage.

15 TF noted that whilst the demolition contractor is the main point of contact,

he and Doug Scrafton would want any CLG member to ring either of

them if there are concerns.

16 DS asked about how the public will be kept fully informed? JSh explained

that the Carlyon Bay website to be overhauled. It will be changed to

reduce the amount of ‘old’ planning information but include some videos

that explain aspects of the project. The role of social media is being

examined: it is a struggle to work out what to do.

17 DS referred to CORMAC’s twitter account; it is very impressive and there

is always information about works underway and a ‘live’ discussion. CT

confirmed that Eden has a twitter account. The critical issue is to ensure

it is kept up to date.

18 FT noted that some organisations have a “live” period e.g. one hour per

day when an organisation is interacting with the public.

19 JSh also explained that the notice board at the top of the site, adjacent to

the security hut, will be kept up to date.

20 FT suggested that people will want someone to speak to and JD

confirmed this is the role, at the demolition stage, of Frank Smalley.

21 DH pointed out that another important person, is the person at the top of

the site; they must have a clear role. The feedback has not always been

good about the interaction with the public.

4.0 Sea Road North

4.1 DP explained that CEG will make the financial contribution to Cornwall Council

(as set out in the s106 Agreement), that he had been advised by CC Highways
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that this will result in the upgrading of the road and its subsequent adoption.

The process is likely to commence in March 2015. If there are no objections to

the notice then the adoption will be concluded in about 9 weeks, then the

required upgrade works are likely to be undertaken in October 2015. Another

part of the works funded by the s106, involves the re-profiling of the speed

humps on Beach Road. The programme is due to commence in March 2015

with works completed in October 2015. Work will be undertaken to one speed

hump in turn, with traffic controlled by temporary lights.

4.2 There was general discussion that the works will be in the vicinity of the school

during the summer holiday. It was noted that the school is undertaking works to

its own site and these have started.

4.3 DH asked whether the roads will be repaired at the end of the construction

process? DP confirmed that there is an obligation to survey the roads - which

has been undertaken with Cornwall Council observing - and to make good

damage as it is recorded & after the construction of Carlyon Bay.

5.0 Next Meeting

5.1 Date to be agreed: likely to be mid-2015, when timetable has firmed up.


